Proliferation, neurogenesis and regeneration in the non-mammalian vertebrate brain
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Post-embryonic neurogenesis is a fundamental feature of the vertebrate brain. However, the level of adult neurogenesis decreases significantly with phylogeny. In the first part of this review, a comparative analysis of adult neurogenesis and its putative roles in vertebrates are discussed. Adult neurogenesis in mammals is restricted to two telencephalic constitutively active zones. On the contrary, non-mammalian vertebrates display a considerable amount of adult neurogenesis in many brain regions. The phylogenetic differences in adult neurogenesis are poorly understood. However, a common feature of vertebrates (fish, amphibians and reptiles) that display a widespread adult neurogenesis is the substantial post-embryonic brain growth in contrast to birds and mammals. It is probable that the adult neurogenesis in fish, frogs and reptiles is related to the coordinated growth of sensory systems and corresponding sensory brain regions. Likewise, neurons are substantially added to the olfactory bulb in smell-oriented mammals in contrast to more visually oriented primates and songbirds, where much fewer neurons are added to the olfactory bulb. The second part of this review focuses on the differences in brain plasticity and regeneration in vertebrates. Interestingly, several recent studies show that neurogenesis is suppressed in the adult mammalian brain. In mammals, neurogenesis can be induced in the constitutively neurogenic brain regions as well as ectopically in response to injury, disease or experimental manipulations. Furthermore, multipotent progenitor cells can be isolated and differentiated in vitro from several otherwise silent regions of the mammalian brain. This indicates that the potential to recruit or generate neurons in non-neurogenic brain areas is not completely lost in mammals. The level of adult neurogenesis in vertebrates correlates with the capacity to regenerate injury, for example fish and amphibians exhibit the most widespread adult neurogenesis and also the greatest capacity to regenerate central nervous system injuries. Studying these phenomena in non-mammalian vertebrates may greatly increase our understanding of the mechanisms underlying regeneration and adult neurogenesis. Understanding mechanisms that regulate endogenous proliferation and neurogenic permissiveness in the adult brain is of great significance in therapeutical approaches for brain injury and disease.
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1. POST-EMBRYONIC GROWTH OF THE CNS IN VERTEBRATES

During the embryonic development of vertebrates, different classes of neurons, glia and ependymal cells are produced in a highly discrete spatio-temporal pattern (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2001; Temple 2001).

Most neurons in the mammalian brain are generated embryonically during the restricted phases and the mature mammalian brain is characterized by a relatively constant number of neurons. There is still a low rate of constitutive gliogenesis and a more restricted neurogenesis in the adult mammalian central nervous system (CNS) (Jacobson 1991; Rakic 2002). The constitutive proliferation in adult mammals thus reflects glial and, to a lesser extent, neuronal turnover, rather than actual brain growth. Similarly, in birds, the brain has achieved its maximal mass and size within a month after birth. However, in songbirds a few brain nuclei involved in seasonal singing continue to grow post-natally for some months until they reach a maximum size (Bottjer et al. 1985; Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1992; Alvarez-Buylla & Kirn 1997; Ling et al. 1997).

In fish, amphibians and reptiles, morphometric studies have shown that the number of cells in the brain increases with age, body weight and length. However, it is not clear whether the brain grows uniformly or whether there are internal regional differences in brain growth (table 1).

Morphometric studies on post-natally growing reptiles demonstrated a significant age–size related increase in brain mass and number of cortical neurons (Platel 1974; Lopez-Garcia et al. 1984; Font et al. 2001). For example, the number of neurons in the medial cortex increases fourfold (Lopez-Garcia et al. 1984) during the normal lifespan of ca 5 years of the lizard, Podarcis hispanica, and the number of GABAergic and parvalbumin-containing interneurons in the cortex of lizards increases significantly with age (Martinez-Guijarro et al. 1994).

It is well known that the optic tectum and retina grow continuously throughout the lifespan of teleosts and...
amphibians (Straznicky & Gaze 1971, 1972; Johns & Easter 1977; Beach & Jacobson 1979; Raymond & Easter 1983; Marcus et al. 1999). Several morphometric studies have shown that the number of cells in the telencephalons of non-mammalian vertebrates increases with age, body weight and length (Leonard et al. 1978; Birse et al. 1980; Leyhausen et al. 1987; Brandstädtter & Kotrschal 1989, 1990; Zapanc & Horschke 1995). Comparative allometric studies of the brain growth pattern in cyprinid teleosts show that the brain attains a definite final morphology. The general addition of neurons decreases with age in most brain areas. On the other hand, there are also lifelong differential growth-related shifts in relative sizes of primary sensory brain regions (Leonard et al. 1978; Birse et al. 1980; Brandstädtter & Kotrschal 1989, 1990). The adult cyprinid and other teleost brain growth patterns all show a relative increase of cerebellar size, whereas the optic tectum decreases in relative size during growth. In general, species-specific growth patterns seem to predominantly affect primary sensory areas that relate to lifestyle. One example of this is the growth-related change of brain morphology in different species of cyprinids. The adult cyprinid brain morphology relates to the particular lifestyle of the species. For example, benthic feeding species show enlarged chemosensory brain regions on the expense of regions that receive input from the octavolateralis system, while surface feeding benthic feeding species show enlarged chemosensory primary sensory brain regions (Leonard et al. 1978; Birse et al. 1980; Brandstädtter & Kotrschal 1989, 1990). The adult cyprinid and other teleost brain growth patterns all show a relative increase of cerebellar size, whereas the optic tectum decreases in relative size during growth. In general, species-specific growth patterns seem to predominantly affect primary sensory areas that relate to lifestyle. One example of this is the growth-related change of brain morphology in different species of cyprinids. The adult cyprinid brain morphology relates to the particular lifestyle of the species. For example, benthic feeding species show enlarged chemosensory brain regions on the expense of regions that receive input from the octavolateralis system, while surface feeding species show an inverse relationship (Brandstädtter & Kotrschal 1989; Kotrschal & Palzenberger 1992). However, initially the larval and the early-juvenile brain morphologies of different species of cyprinids are highly similar. The species-specific brain structure starts to emerge during the late-larval and juvenile periods, a stage when differential brain growth is especially pronounced (Brandstädtter & Kotrschal 1989, 1990).

The cellular and molecular mechanisms behind the differential brain growth in non-mammalian vertebrates are not yet known but may be related to those mechanisms that would be desirable to control in vertebrate brains. The great diversity of brain specialization among non-mammalian vertebrates and especially among teleost fish provides a unique platform to study region-specific allometric brain growth.

2. ADULT NEUROGENESIS IS RESTRICTED TO PROLIFERATION ZONES IN THE CNS OF VERTEBRATES

(a) Mammals

It has long been known that post-embryonic brain proliferation in vertebrates is restricted to defined zones, the so-called ‘matrix zones’ (Kirsch 1967). In the adult mammalian brain, only two restricted constitutively active neurogenic zones have been identified: the subependymal/subventricular zone (SVZ) of the telencephalic lateral ventricle and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus in the hippocampus (figure 1). Both of these zones are located in the telencephalon. Transient early post-natal neurogenesis has been reported in the cerebellum and the brain stem nuclei (Jacobson 1991).

The most abundant site of adult neurogenesis in mammals resides in the SVZ of the telencephalic lateral ventricle (Altman 1969). In rodents and most other mammals studied, the cells generated in the SVZ migrate into the olfactory bulb where they differentiate into inhibitory GABA-ergic granule interneurons and periglomerular dopaminergic interneurons (Luskin 1993; Lois & Alvarez-Buylla 1994; Betarbet et al. 1996; Carleton et al. 2003). In rodents and some primates, the neuroblasts tangentially migrate from the SVZ to the olfactory bulb in long chains that are often enveloped by a tunnel of astrocytes (Lois et al. 1996; Pencea et al. 2001a,b). This stream of tangentially and rostrally migrating neuroblasts is often referred to as the rostral migratory stream (RMS). When cells reach the olfactory bulb, the neuroblasts migrate radially away from the RMS. The SVZ of humans seems to differ considerably morphologically and functionally from the SVZ of other studied mammals. The human SVZ is lined with a prominent ribbon of astrocytes, which is not found in other mammals except primates. Surprisingly, there is no evidence for a prominent RMS

Table 1. A comparison of brain regions where constitutive adult neurogenesis occurs in vertebrates (see text for references). (+, regions with well-documented constitutive neurogenesis; (+), regions where neurogenesis have been reported occasionally or been induced experimentally; −, region lacking documented adult neurogenesis.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Region</th>
<th>mammals</th>
<th>birds</th>
<th>reptiles</th>
<th>amphibians</th>
<th>teleost fish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>olfactory bulb</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telencephalon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventral telencephalon/subpallium/SVZ</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dorsal telencephalon/medial pallium/hippocampus</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diencephalon</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preoptic region</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epithalamus, habenula</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thalamus</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypothalamus</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretectum</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesencephalon and rhombencephalon and spinal cord</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tectum</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerebellum</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>midbrain</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vagal complex</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spinal cord</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adult neurogenesis in non-mammalian vertebrates
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of neuroblasts into the olfactory bulb in adult humans (Sanai et al. 2004; Quinones-Hinojosa et al. 2006). However, proliferation and neurogenesis have been detected within the olfactory bulb in humans (Bedard & Parent 2004). Most of the neurons in the SVZ are generated in excess, and only a fraction of the neurons matures and integrates functionally into the circuitry of the olfactory bulb while the rest degenerates (Biebl et al. 2000; Winner et al. 2002). Interestingly, intraventricular brain injection of a caspase inhibitor decreases cell death of newly produced cells in the rodent brain but has no obvious effect on the number of newly generated neurons (Biebl et al. 2005).

In the hippocampus, a proliferating population of multipotent precursors is found in the innermost subgranular cell layer of the dentate gyrus (Altman & Das 1965). Newly born cells in the SGZ migrate a short distance as neuroblasts and are integrated as granule neurons in the granular cell layer of the dentate gyrus (Cameron et al. 1993; Eriksson et al. 1998; Seri et al. 2001; Kempermann et al. 2004a; Seri et al. 2004). It has been suggested that the neuroblasts start maturing rapidly as they extend processes already after 4 days (Hastings & Gould 1999). Most of the newly generated cells in the SGZ die, but the neurons that have survived the first two weeks will most probably mature and integrate into the functional circuitry (Kempermann et al. 2003). Granule neurons generated in the hippocampus of adult mice continue to mature for several weeks and they show functional electrophysiological properties after one month (van Praag et al. 2002).

Interestingly, adult proliferation and neurogenesis have also been reported in several other brain areas such as the neocortex (Gould 1999, 2001; Koketsu et al. 2003; Dayer et al. 2005), amygdala (Bernier et al. 2002), hypothalamus (Xu et al. 2005), midbrain (Zhao et al. 2003), dorsal vagal complex (Bauer et al. 2005) and spinal cord (Yamamoto et al. 2001). Although the results of these studies are very interesting, they still need further confirmation. The level of constitutive proliferation and neurogenesis in these areas under normal physiological conditions remain unclear, as well as the fate of the produced cells. Furthermore, progenitor cells have been isolated and differentiated in vitro into neurons and macroglia from several, otherwise non-neurogenic, regions of the mammalian brain such as the isocortex, optic nerve, spinal cord, hypothalamus and cerebellum (Kirschenbaum et al. 1994; Palmer et al. 1999; Kondo & Raff 2000; Laywell et al. 2000; Nunes et al. 2003; Markakis et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2005). These progenitors are thought to be responsible for the continuous low generation of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes in the mammalian brain (Dawson et al. 2000, 2003; Levine et al. 2001).

(b) Non-mammalian vertebrates, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish

It is well established that proliferation occurs extensively in the brain and that neurons are continuously added to many brain regions of adult non-mammalian vertebrates (reviewed in: Doetsch & Scharff 2001; Zupanc 2001; Garcia-Verdugo et al. 2002). However, the understanding of post-embryonic neurogenesis, or in most cases more correctly, adult brain proliferation in non-mammalian vertebrates, is still scarce and very few detailed studies exist, especially in amphibians and fish. For example, only little is known about the origin, migratory routes and end targets of the produced cells, as well as the phenotype of the generated cells, long-term survival and functional integration.

(c) Birds

In birds, constitutive adult proliferation and neurogenesis are found dispersed along the telencephalic lateral ventricle (Goldman & Nottebohm 1983; Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1994; figure 1). However, focal proliferation centres, or ‘hot spots’, with a higher density of proliferating cells are found in the ventral and dorsal reaches of the lateral wall of the lateral ventricle (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1990).
In adult songbirds, neuroblasts most probably migrate tangentially before they migrate radially along the glial scaffolds (Barmi et al. 1994; Doetsch & Scharff 2001). However, radial glia do not span through the full width of the telencephalic parenchyma, and it is therefore unknown how the migrating neuroblasts find their end target. Cells with a neuronal morphology are seen 20 days after birth (Alvarez-Buylla & Nottebohm 1988). Neurons that are integrated into the high vocal centre (HVC) circuitry survive for a long time period (Kirn et al. 1991; Nottebohm et al. 1994). A substantial amount of the newly generated cells die and it has been reported that two-thirds of cells degenerate, and thus fail to differentiate and integrate into the pre-existing neuronal circuitry (Alvarez-Buylla & Nottebohm 1988; Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1990; Alvarez-Buylla & Kirn 1997). In the hippocampus of adult birds, the recruitment of neurons makes up for net loss with no significant amount of newly produced neurons (Barnea & Nottebohm 1996). The total number of neurons thus remains constant in the avian hippocampus.

In contrast to mammals, the major destination of tangentially migrating neuroblasts, the RMS in songbirds, is the lobus parolfactorius in the basal ganglia and not the olfactory bulb (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1994). Several other telencephalic regions also receive a significant amount of newly produced neurons (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1994; Alvarez-Buylla & Kirn 1997). In adult doves, new neurons are added to the forebrain without clustering in any particular nucleus (Ling et al. 1997). Interestingly, age-related decline in neurogenesis is seen at two different time points in doves. The first occurs around three months when the dove attains the adult physical size and the second occurs after 1 year, the time when the dove reaches sexual maturity (Ling et al. 1997). Even though neurogenesis is reported to be widespread and abundant in the telencephalon of birds, only little is known about the identity and function of the produced cells. The best-known area is the HVC where both interneurons and long projecting neurons are continuously incorporated during adulthood (Nottebohm 1985; Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1990; Kirn et al. 1991, 1999; Scharff et al. 2000).

(d) Reptiles

In reptiles, constitutive post-natal proliferation and neurogenesis have been found in several brain areas such as the olfactory bulb, striatum, dorsoventricular ridge, cortex, nucleus sphericus (lizards but not turtle) and cerebellum (López-García et al. 1988; García-Verdugo et al. 1989; Pérez-Sánchez et al. 1989; Marchioro et al. 2005; reviewed in Font et al. 2001).

The medial cortex of the lacertilian lizards is the most studied of these brain areas. Radial glia in contact with the ventricular lumen are the major, if not the only, progenitor cell types in the reptile telencephalon (Font et al. 2001). New cells are generated in the vicinity of the ventricle and some of the produced cells migrate along radial glia into the granule cell layer (López-García et al. 1988). However, there is a considerable species difference in the number of cells that migrate along radial glia. In the cortex of the tropical lizard Tropidurus, less than 30% of the proliferating cells migrate along radial glia in contrast to 90% in the European lizard Podarcis (López-García et al. 1990; Marchioro et al. 2005). It takes 1–2 weeks for the cells to migrate and differentiate into neurons in the cortex of Podarcis and Tropidurus (López-García et al. 1990; Ramírez-Castillejo et al. 2002; Marchioro et al. 2005). Only a few or no degenerating cells have been found in the brain of reptiles and thus most of the cells produced seem to survive for long times (López-García et al. 1990; Font et al. 2001). This is supported by retrograde tracings that suggest emission of proper projection pathways and formation of synapses, key signs of functional integration into the neurocircuitry (López-García et al. 1990; Molowny et al. 1995). It has also been shown that the number of neurochemically identified interneurons and projecting neurons increases with age in the brain of reptiles (López-García et al. 1990; Martínez-Guijarro et al. 1994; Pérez-Canellas et al. 1997; Font et al. 2001). Altogether, this indicates that most of the generated cells in the medial cortex of lizards seem to be integrated into the existing neural circuitry.

(e) Amphibians and fish

Proliferation and neurogenesis are not well known in the adult amphibian brain. There is only one recent detailed study that would describe the proliferative zones and the neurogenic areas in the amphibian brain (Raucci et al. 2006). Adult proliferation and putative neurogenesis have been detected in the telencephalon, preoptic region, thalamus, hypothalamus, midbrain and cerebellum (Kirsch 1967; Richter & Kranz 1981; Chetverukhin & Polenov 1993; Polenov & Chetverukhin 1993; Bernocchi et al. 1990; Dawley et al. 2000; Raucci et al. 2006).

Unfortunately, there is an almost complete lack of information about adult proliferation in the brain of adult cyclostomes and chondrichthians. It has been reported that adult lampreys display proliferation in the rhombencephalon (Vidal Pizarro et al. 2004). The adult proliferation pattern in the teleost brain has been studied in several different species of fish. These studies show that many proliferative centres are found along the whole extent of the rostro-caudal brain axis (Kirsch 1967; Rahmann 1968; Meyer 1978; Zupanc & Horschke 1995; Zikopoulos et al. 2000; Ekström et al. 2001; Zupanc 2001, 2005; Grandel et al. 2006). However, the adult proliferation pattern has been studied in detail in only three species of teleost fish: the percomorph three-spined stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus; the gymnnotiform weakly electric fish, Apteronotus leptorhynchus; and the cyprinid zebrafish, Danio rerio (Zupanc & Horschke 1995; Zupanc et al. 2005; Ekström et al. 2001; Grandel et al. 2006; figure 1). The distribution of proliferative centres in the brain of teleosts shows a remarkably high degree of similarity, despite the differences in ecological specialization and phylogenetic distance between these studied species. In these teleost fish, more than 10 distinct adult proliferative zones have been identified.
along the whole brain axis in areas such as: the olfactory bulb; telencephalon; thalamus; epithalamus; preoptic region; hypothalamus; tectum; cerebellum; rhombencephalon; and spinal cord. There is a massive ongoing proliferation and turnover of cells in the adult fish brain. In the cerebellum of the knifefish *Apteronotus*, quantitative analysis has shown that approximately 100,000 mitotic cells in the S-phase are found in the proliferative zone of the cerebellum of a teleost during any 2 h period (Zupanc & Horschke 1995). In the cerebellum of *Apteronotus*, approximately half of the produced cells die after the first weeks (Soutschek & Zupanc 1996; Zupanc et al. 1996). The rest seems to be integrated into the network as granule neurons presumably leading to a slow increase in cerebellar size.

Recently, 16 distinct constitutively proliferating domains were identified along the whole anterior–posterior brain axis in adult zebrafish (Grandel et al. 2006). Furthermore, these proliferative domains contained ventricularly positioned label-retaining cells, indicating that these cells are self-renewing neural precursors (NPCs). Interestingly, the progenitors residing in the adult zebrafish telencephalon seem to express a different set of transcription factors compared with their embryonic counterparts (Adolf et al. 2006). Most of the generated cells from these zones seem to migrate slowly and differentiate into neurons (Zupanc et al. 2005; Grandel et al. 2006). In the telencephalon, some of the produced neurons differentiate into glutamic acid decarboxylase, tyrosine hydroxylase and parvalbumin neurons (figure 2f–i; Adolf et al. 2006; Grandel et al. 2006), while in the diencephalon both serotonin and tyrosine hydroxylase-containing neurons, of which some are long projecting, are generated (Grandel et al. 2006).

**f. Highly conserved proliferation zones in the vertebrate brain**

Tangentially migrating cells in the ventricular wall of the telencephalon have been found in all vertebrates studied (Doetsch & Scharff 2001). In rodents, most of these cells are migrating rostrally and are destined to the olfactory bulb (see above), while in other vertebrates the migratory route and final destination are less obvious. Although there is proliferation in the SVZ of humans, there is so far little evidence for a prominent RMS (Sanai et al. 2001; Kempermann et al. 2004). There is some evidence of tangential migration in the diencephalon, though proliferation has been reported in the ventral telencephalon of salamanders and frogs. In adult zebrafish, there is evidence of migrating cells from the rostral end of the ventral telencephalon to the olfactory bulb (Byrd & Brunjes 2001; Adolf et al. 2006; Grandel et al. 2006). However, a substantial amount of cells generated in the ventral telencephalon do not migrate to the olfactory bulb, instead they disperse into ventral telencephalic nuclei. There is also an inherent population of proliferating cells in the olfactory bulb (Grandel et al. 2006). Interestingly, there is also a population of cells in this region that express the marker polysialylated neural cell adhesion molecule (PSA-NCAM), suggesting tangential chain migration of cells into the olfactory bulb (figure 2). PSA-NCAM has been used as a marker expressed by tangentially migrating cells in the RMS of other studied vertebrates (Rousselot et al. 1995; Doetsch & Scharff 2001).

Another conserved feature of vertebrates is the adult neurogenesis found in the pallium. Constitutive neurogenesis and turnover of cells is seen in the hippocampus of mammals and birds (Doetsch & Scharff 2001; Kempermann et al. 2004). Similarly, active neurogenesis is seen in the dorsomedial cortex of reptiles, a structure that is thought to be homologous to the hippocampus of birds and mammals based on developmental, neuroanatomical and behavioural data (Lanuzza et al. 2002; Rodriguez et al. 2002). Furthermore, recently generated neuroblasts in the medial cortex express PSA-NCAM as they migrate (Ramirez-Castillejo et al. 2002). PSA-NCAM is also observed in the recently generated neuroblasts in the mammalian hippocampus (Seki & Arai 1993). Proliferation and neurogenesis are found in lateral areas of the dorsal telencephalon in teleost fish (figure 2). The lateral areas of the dorsal telencephalon have been proposed to be equivalent to the medial pallium (hippocampus) of other vertebrates based on the ontogenetical, neuroanatomical and behavioural data (Meek & Nieuwenhuys 1998; Rodriguez et al. 2002; Salas et al. 2003; Broglio et al. 2005). Interestingly, the newly generated cells in this area also express PSA-NCAM (figure 2).

Altogether, the highly conserved telencephalic proliferation patterns in the studied vertebrates so far suggest that they may be a plesiomorphic (ancestral) feature of the vertebrates.

### 3. Phylogenetic reduction of active proliferation zones

During evolution, it appears that the number of constitutively active adult proliferation zones was reduced or suppressed in the transition between anamniotes and amniotes and even more so in mammals in comparison with non-mammalian vertebrates. The cause for the phylogenetic reduction in active proliferation zones in vertebrates is unknown. It is not known whether the phylogenetic reduction in adult brain proliferation is caused by a selective loss of proliferative zones through adaptation and if active proliferation in mammals is suppressed by intrinsic or extrinsic factors in the brain. Understanding the mechanisms that regulate proliferation and neurogenic...
permissiveness is of course of great significance for biomedical research. It is not clear why or how evolutionary selection would lead to a selective loss of proliferative zones in vertebrates. However, it has been proposed that ‘the systematic decrease in the extent of adult neurogenesis during vertebrate evolution, culminating in primates, may be the result of an adaptation to keep neuronal populations with their accumulated experience for an entire lifespan’ (Rakic 2004). If this primate- and mammalio-centric view holds true, non-mammalian vertebrates would have a much less complex neuronal network and/or it would be disadvantageous for non-mammalian vertebrates to be able to store experience for longer times. The first statement may be true if the total number of neurons and synapses are used as a key criterion, otherwise non-mammalian vertebrates display a high degree of neural complexity and specialization. It seems unlikely that it would be evolutionarily beneficial for non-primates to be not able to store experience for longer times. Birds have considerable cognitive abilities and a long lifespan that is comparable to primates and have, for example, a well-developed long-term memory and an episodic-like memory (Clayton et al. 2001, 2003). It should also be noted that several species of fish, reptiles and birds have a lifespan of several decades. This is accentuated by the turtle which lives the longest of all vertebrates.
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The widespread post-embryonic brain neurogenesis in non-mammalian vertebrates may be related to brain growth in response to growth of the sensory systems. This is in contrast to mammals whose sensory systems are already fully grown in terms of number of sensory receptors shortly after birth. Recently hatched fish, amphibians and reptiles have a very small body size including sensory systems and brain compared with the size of their adult counterparts. This means that the CNS of these vertebrates needs to adapt to a considerable growing body size and increase in primary sensory input. It is therefore probable that the post-embryonic neurogenesis in fish, amphibians and reptiles is caused to a large extent by the need to enlarge CNS processing power for increasing primary sensory input. This is illustrated by an increasing differential growth of primary sensory brain areas in comparison with other brain regions. Examples of this are the growth of retina and optic tectum in amphibians and fish, and chemoreception and increase of vagal lobe in carps (Evans 1952; Brandstättér & Kotschal 1990; Marcus et al. 1999). This is further supported by the lack of, or almost diminished, adult neurogenesis in the retina and the optic tectum of reptiles and birds (Beazley et al. 1998; Lang et al. 2002; Kubota et al. 2002). However, it is unknown whether all classes of neurons are added and integrated into the growing brain of fish, amphibians and reptiles. It is possible that the neurocircuitry in these vertebrates is rather fixed at the time of hatching and that only a few types of neurons actually are generated and integrated into the circuitry of the growing brain of these vertebrates. Likewise, there is a link between sensory input and neuronal turnover in mammals. Neurons are substantially added to the olfactory bulb in smell-oriented mammals like rodents in contrast to the more visually oriented primates and songbirds, where much fewer neurons are added. It is also known that sensory input affects the growth and the differentiation of specific brain regions during early and late embryogenesis, for example the specification of the visual cortex in mammals (Dehay et al. 2001 and references there in).

It has also been suggested that the poor capacity to add or replace neurons in the mammalian brain is caused by a resistance to integrate new cells into a mature neural network (Kempermann et al. 2004b; Rakic 2004). It is thought that adding new neurons to an already-existing circuitry may cause harmful effects to the whole network structure. Therefore, there seems to be a fine balance between adaptability, the benefits of adding new components and experience to a pre-existing network and, on the other hand, stability, not to compromise the network structure by the addition of new elements. It has also been proposed that the newly produced neurons are more plastic and readily adapt to new experiences in contrast to older ones (Song et al. 2005; Lledo et al. 2006 and references therein). For example, in the mammalian hippocampus, it has been proposed that the old neuronal population remain stable and preserve optimal encoding for learned known environments, while the newly added neurons are plastic and adapt to features that are new in the environment (Meltzer et al. 2005; Wiskott et al. 2006). Several recent findings show that the maturation and integration of new neurons into the neural circuitry of the olfactory bulb and hippocampus in mammals is a long and arduous process with many maturation steps on the way (recently reviewed in: Song et al. 2005; Lledo et al. 2006). It has also been shown that newly born granule neurons in the olfactory bulb have a greater immediate early genes response to novel odours in comparison with mature pre-existing neurons. Furthermore, the recently incorporated neuron population also show a long-lasting enhanced responsiveness to odours they were familiarized with (Magavi et al. 2005). Taken together, this suggests that the newly born cells in both hippocampus and olfactory bulb are more plastic than their older counterparts and more readily adapt to new experiences, and thus the adult neurogenesis would be mostly important for the processing and learning of novel experiences. This view also fits well together in the context of the non-mammalian vertebrates and the above-proposed hypothesis proposing that the post-embryonic neurogenesis is mostly related to the coordinated growth of sensory systems and sensory brain regions and thus used for processing of new experiences. It may be easier for the non-mammalian vertebrates to incorporate new cells into the pre-existing neural circuitry owing to the actual brain growth, which at least in some cases appears to be due to the addition of complete neural units instead of incorporation of single cells (e.g. in the optic tectum of frogs and fish).

It should also be taken into consideration that fish, amphibians and reptiles possess already relatively matured sensory and motor systems immediately after hatching. They are, for example, rapidly able to display complex and demanding behaviours like actively catching food and escaping from predators. This may indicate that some parts of the CNS in these vertebrates are primed before hatching in order to meet the immediate functional processing demands, while the later post-embryonic brain growth could be considered as a delayed development and more related to functions needed later on in life like social interactions and breeding. This would then imply that some brain parts of non-mammals would remain in a neotene status long after embryogenesis. However, studies on fish and reptiles suggest little changes in the distribution of early post-embryonic proliferation zones versus the proliferation zones still detected near the end of the lifespan (Lopez-Garcia et al. 1984; Wullimann & Puelles 1999; Grandel et al. 2006). Currently, very little is known about the embryonic relationship with adult brain structures, behaviour and lifestyle in non-mammalian vertebrates in order to be able to draw any definitive conclusions about the neotene characteristics and the differential brain growth in non-mammalian vertebrates.

Several recent studies indicate that neurogenesis may be suppressed in adult mammalian brains, since it has been possible to induce cell proliferation and neurogenesis in otherwise non-neurogenic brain regions. Furthermore, progenitor cells have been isolated from otherwise non-neurogenic regions of the mammalian brain and differentiated in vitro to neurons, glia and oligodendrocytes (see below). It is possible that this pool of parenchymal progenitors can be activated.
by extrinsic signals released from, for example, the site of injury (see below). Intriguingly, the mammalian brain regions, where it is possible to induce neurogenesis or to isolate progenitors from, correspond well with the brain regions where constitutively active proliferation and neurogenesis take place in adult fish.

4. COMPENSATORY NEUROGENESIS AND REGENERATION
Non-mammalian vertebrates have a remarkable capability to regenerate severe brain injuries such as stab wounds and ablation of whole brain parts, in striking contrast to mammals where neurons rarely if at all are replaced after injury. The cause for this remarkable plasticity is unknown but differences in the adult brain proliferation pattern are probably involved. Of the non-mammalian vertebrates, fish and amphibians exhibit the most widespread adult neurogenesis and also the greatest capacity to regenerate injuries to the CNS.

Compensatory proliferation and neurogenesis in response to injury of the CNS are the phenomena observed in all vertebrates including mammals. Different types of injuries to the CNS can induce ectopic proliferation and neurogenesis in proximity to the injury, as well as enhanced proliferation in constitutively active neurogenic domains followed by ectopic migration of neuronal precursors towards the site of injury. It should be noted that the origin and composition of cells contributing to the reconstitution are unclear in many studies. Currently, very little is known about the basics of compensatory neurogenesis and how it is possible to modulate and direct it. However, it is obvious that enhanced activation of inherent progenitors and recruitment of new neurons into the injury site could be a fundamental strategy in restorative therapies for brain injuries and neurodegenerative diseases.

(a) Mammals
It has long been thought that neurons generally are not replaced in the mammalian brain after injury or during the course of a disease. Interestingly, several recent studies have reported compensatory proliferation and neurogenesis in response to injury or disease in the mammalian brain (recently reviewed in Goldman 2005; Emsley et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2005).

General increases in proliferation and limited neurogenesis have been found in the constitutively neurogenic brain regions of patients with Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s disease (Curtis et al. 2003; Jin et al. 2004a,b). Chemically or electrically induced seizures stimulate proliferation and neurogenesis in the hippocampus of rodents (Bengzon et al. 1997; Parent et al. 1997, 2002a, 2006). Focal ischemia in rodents leads to enhanced proliferation in the SVZ and SGZ and ectopic recruitment of neuronal precursors into the injured brain regions from the constitutively active neurogenic domains (Arvidsson et al. 2002; Nakatomi et al. 2002; Parent et al. 2002b; Jin et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2004). Interestingly, compensatory neurogenesis from inherent progenitors takes place ectopically in the neocortex after selective ablation and apoptosis of cortical interneurons (Magavi et al. 2000) or long projecting corticospinal neurons (Chen et al. 2004). Other types of brain damage such as stab wounds, stroke and chronic injury by the accumulation of amyloid plaques also induce ectopic proliferation of various cell types such as microglia, astrocytes and endogenous precursors (Levine et al. 2001). However, normally these precursors fail to generate neurons and instead contribute to the generation of glial scarring. Some of these endogenous precursors show the potential to generate neurons in vitro but somehow fail to do so upon injury in vivo. Recently, it was shown that the basic helix-loop–helix transcription factor oligodenndrocytes factor 2 (Olig2) is greatly upregulated in endogenous precursors after injury (Buffo et al. 2005). Interestingly, repression of Olig2 in proliferating precursors leads to the production of immature neurons indicating that Olig2 acts as a suppressive non-neurogenic signal in vivo and thus one of the first non-permissiveness signals that has been found to act in vivo in the mammalian brain (Buffo et al. 2005).

These results clearly indicate that a limited compensatory neurogenesis can take place in the adult mammalian brain and, more importantly, that it may be possible to evoke endogenous neuronal repair in normally non-neurogenic brain regions. Although the compensatory proliferation and neurogenesis in mammals are very interesting and promising, the yields are so far modest and therapeutically insignificant.

(b) Non-mammalian vertebrates
The origin, fate and function of the reconstituted cells are not known in most of the regeneration studies performed in non-mammalian species. Therefore, the term compensatory proliferation is more appropriate than compensatory neurogenesis.

(c) Birds
Compensatory proliferation and neurogenesis as well as functional integration of interneurons and long projecting neurons are seen in the adult zebra finch after selective ablation of neurons (Scharff et al. 2000; Dawley et al. 2000). Three types of neurons, interneurons, HVC-archistriatum(RA) and HVC-X long projecting neurons, reside in the HVC of the adult zebra finch. Interneurons and long projecting HVC-RA neurons both show a low turnover rate, while the number of long projecting HVC-X neurons remains constant (Kirk et al. 1991, 1999; Scharff et al. 2000). Selective lesions of HVC-RA neurons induce deterioration of song. Shortly after the lesioning, enhanced compensatory neurogenesis is seen in HVC-RA neurons and interneurons. New projections from HVC-RA neurons are formed and birds are eventually able to recover singing to variable degrees. The ability to produce song coincides with the time when the HVC-RA neuronal projections reach the RA area. This suggests that neuronal replacement can restore function and learned behaviour in birds (Scharff et al. 2000). Surprisingly, the HVC-X neurons are not regenerated after selective ablation indicating that only the neuronal types that normally display turnover are able to respond to the compensatory neurogenesis. The mechanism underlying this selective restoration is...
not yet known. Similarly, electrolytic lesions to the hypothalamus of adult doves induce compensatory neurogenesis and recruitment of new neurons into the lesion site (Cao et al. 2002).

(d) Reptiles
The medial cortex of lizards shows a remarkable capacity to morphologically and functionally regenerate severe chemical and physical lesioning (reviewed in: Font et al. 2001; López-García et al. 2002; Romero-Aleman et al. 2004). Specific lesioning with the neurotoxin 3-acetylpyridine primarily affects the medial cortex and induces rapid degeneration of neurons. Already, degeneration is detectable only after 12 h of administration. The degeneration process progresses for 4–10 days, after which over 90% of the nuclei in severely affected specimens (Font et al. 1997). One to two weeks after the lesion, there is a wave of compensatory neurogenesis directed towards the site of injury. The newly produced cells originate from the pool of ventricular progenitors that constitutively proliferate in the cortex of adult lizards. The compensatory neurogenesis morphologically and most probably functionally restores the damaged areas within 4–8 weeks after the lesion (Font et al. 1991; Molowny et al. 1995; Font et al. 1997). Compensatory gliogenesis and neurogenesis play a key role in the structural repair after physical lesioning of the cortex of adult lizards (Romero-Aleman et al. 2004). Interestingly, neuronal regeneration after injury is abolished in lizards during wintertime. The low temperature seems to prevent migration of newly generated neurons (Ramirez et al. 1997).

(e) Amphibians
Regenerative studies in amphibians have mostly been performed in urodele newts and Xenopus and are mainly concentrated on regeneration of the peripheral nervous system, tail and limbs (reviewed in: Brockes & Kumar 2002; Ferretti 2004; Slack et al. 2004). In general, the regenerative capacity of urodele newts is much higher than that in other amphibians. However, both urodeles and anurans have the capability to regenerate severe injury to most brain parts during juvenile stages but not as adults (Sibbing 1953; Srebro 1965; Filoni & Gibertini 1969, 1971). The urodele newt Triturus cristatus carnifex morphologically regenerates a lesion to the optic tectum or telencephalon after approximately three months. There seems to be a direct relationship in the compensatory response between the number of proliferating cells in the injured optic tectum and the extent of the lesion (Del Grande et al. 1990; Minelli et al. 1990). Interestingly, lesions to the telencephalon or the optic tectum induce a response in several proliferative zones indicating that signals mediated from the lesion site are able to elicit a broad proliferative response. The clawed frog Xenopus laevis can regenerate severe lesions to the telencephalon, optic tectum and cerebellum during larval stages but not after metamorphosis (Srebro 1965; Filoni & Gibertini 1969, 1971; Filoni et al. 1995). The reconstitution of ablated parts is rapid in juvenile frogs, for example the telencephalon is reconstituted already one month after lesion. Although morphological alterations are still seen, correct connections are formed from the regenerated telencephalon (Yoshino & Tochinai 2004). Recently, it was shown that juvenile frogs can regenerate severe telencephalic lesions both morphologically and functionally (Yoshino & Tochinai 2006). The differences in the decrease in regenerative capacity of various brain regions of larval and metamorphosed X. laevis are related to differences of the undifferentiated cell populations (Filoni et al. 1995). In the early-larval stages, the populations of proliferating cells are very widespread in the brain, while in late-larval stages and after metamorphosis the cells are discretely restricted to proliferation zones. The restriction of proliferating cells occurs later in the telencephalon than in the rhombencephalon and mesencephalon, and correlates with the regenerative capacity of the respective brain region (Filoni et al. 1995). However, more recently, it was shown that neither the lack of proliferative response nor an intrinsic deficiency in organizational capacity is the main reason to why post-metamorphic frogs cannot regenerate severe telencephalic lesions. Instead, slow and imperfect sealing of the wound by ependymal cells seems to be a contributing factor for the poor regeneration capability (Yoshino & Tochinai 2004).

(f) Fish
It has been shown that different teleost fish species have a tremendous capability for regeneration of the CNS, spinal cord and retina (Kirsche 1965; Zupanc 2001). This comprises regeneration after incisions in the brain or after removal of whole brain parts, as well as regeneration of the spinal cord after transection. It is also evident that the regeneration can take place throughout the whole length of the rostro-caudal brain axis. Neural regeneration has been demonstrated in many different teleost lineages suggesting that it is a common feature of teleost fish in general (Kirsche 1950, 1960, 1965; Richter 1965, 1969; Segaar 1965; Zupanc 2001).

Different types of physical lesions have been carried out to test the regenerative abilities of post-embryonic teleost brains, ranging from stab wounds to removal of whole brain parts. Compensatory proliferation and morphological restoration are detected in the dorsal telencephalon of juvenile and adult guppies, Poecilia reticulata (Lebistes reticulatus) in response to a stab wound (Richter 1969). The stab wound first induces degeneration after which mitotic cells are detected in the constitutively active proliferation zones of the dorsal and ventral telencephalon. Later, the produced cells show a directional migration towards the lesion site and participate in the restorative process. Sprouting of capillaries into the injured area is also detected (Richter 1969). Interestingly, the regenerative capacity of the brain in the adult guppy is diminished. The reduction in regenerative capacity may be related to a reduction of proliferation in the adult brain (Richter 1969). Similarly, the architecture of the optic tectum is restored after a stab wound in juveniles of the cyprinid minnow, Leuciscus denticulatus (Richter 1965).

The necessity of proliferative zones for regenerative success in the teleost brain was elegantly demonstrated in a series of experiments by Kirsche (1960). Kirsche...
performed a series of experiments in which he removed parts or the whole lobes of optic tectum in juvenile and adult carps, Carassius carassius. Only when the proliferative zones (‘Matrixzonen’) remained, the regenerative process could take place. In the juvenile fish, he carried out four different types of experiments: first, unilateral ablation of the optic tectum, keeping the three proliferative zones (dorsal, basal and caudal) intact. Second, unilateral ablation of the optic tectum and ablation of the rostral part of the dorsal proliferative zone. Third, unilateral ablation of the optic tectum together with the removal of the dorsal and caudal proliferative zones. Fourth, deletion of the whole optic tectum and removal of all proliferative zones. In the first case, the optic tectum regenerated, although the macro architecture did not recover to its original form. The regenerated tectum stayed smaller and the architecture of the layers was not completely restored due to the irregularly distributed proliferation zones. Nevertheless, new neurons and glia were produced and the fibre layers of the optic tectum were reconstituted, indicating that the micro arrangement was correctly restored. Increased removal of the proliferative zones lead to successively diminished regenerative capacity of the lesioned optic tectum. When the front part of the dorsal proliferative zone was removed completely, there was no regeneration in that area. Furthermore, when all the proliferative areas were removed, regeneration did not take place at all. In the adult C. carassius, however, the first type of experiment also did not lead to any regenerative success, which Kirsche explains with an exhaustion of the proliferative zones. Taken together, these experiments illustrate the importance of the constitutively active proliferation zones in relation to successful histogenesis in the post-embryonic teleost brain. These experiments also illustrate that there are differences in the regenerative capacity between the juvenile and adult teleost brains. In a more recent study, the cerebellum of the weakly electric knifefish, Apteronotus leptorhynchus, regenerates completely within weeks after a stab wound (Zupanc 1999; reviewed in Zupanc 2001). There is normally a significant amount of constitutive proliferation in the cerebellum of adult Apteronotus (Zupanc & Horschke 1995; Zupanc & Ott 1999). The stab wound induces enhanced proliferation in both the constitutively active zones and in ectopic locations at the lesion site. There is a substantial increase of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)-positive radial fibres at the lesion site as well as the migration of newly produced cells from the proliferation zones (Clint & Zupanc 2001). At least some of the generated cells are differentiating into granule neurons that emit projections (Zupanc & Ott 1999).

It has been argued that selective evolutionary pressure led mammals to loose the ability to regenerate neural tissue (Rakic 2002). Although tissue regeneration is observed in many metazoan species, it is not clear if and how any selective pressures would be exerted that favour various forms of regeneration (reviewed in: Goss 1992; Alvarado 2000). It is therefore difficult to understand and dissect out mechanisms related to regeneration from an evolutionary perspective. There is a correlation between development and regeneration, for example regeneration of tissue seems to recapitulate some aspects of the developmental programmes used in the creation of the injured tissue (reviewed in: Brockes 1997; Brockes & Kumar 2002). Although it is evident that many developmental signals are active and important in the adult organism, the relationship between embryonic tissue formation and regeneration has not yet been systematically analysed to any greater extent.

Of the non-mammalian vertebrates, fish and amphibians exhibit the most widespread adult neurogenesis and also the greatest capacity to regenerate injuries to the CNS. The correlation between post-embryonically continued proliferation and regenerative capability may explain why teleost fish and amphibians in comparison with mammals are so successful in regenerating brain injuries. Interestingly, mammals are also able to regenerate the brain parts, the olfactory nerve and olfactory epithelium, that are still proliferating in the adult (Monti Graziaidei & Morrison 1988; Calaf et al. 1998; Emsley et al. 2004). It is probable that more widespread constitutive proliferation and neurogenesis in the non-mammalian brain contribute to the capability to regenerate brain injuries in several ways. The enhanced constitutive proliferation and neurogenesis in non-mammalian vertebrates may facilitate neuronal repair by simply being able to quickly provide building blocks, undifferentiated cells, to the site of injury. The widespread adult neurogenesis in non-mammalian brains may also lead to the fact that the non-neurogenic brain regions are kept in a more permissive state in order to facilitate the survival and the integration of undifferentiated cells. This would of course also greatly improve the restorative capacity. However, what this permissive state actually means in terms of involved mechanisms is not yet known.

Interestingly, several recent studies indicate that neurogenesis is suppressed in adult mammalian brains, for example, it has been possible to induce cell proliferation and neurogenesis in otherwise non-neurogenic brain regions. Furthermore, progenitor cells have been isolated from otherwise non-neurogenic regions of the mammalian brain and differentiated in vitro to multiple lineages. These parenchymal progenitors are thought to be oligodendrocyte precursors responsible for the continuous low generation of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes in the adult mammalian brain (Dawson et al. 2000, 2003; Levine et al. 2001). At least some of the parenchymal progenitors can be activated by extrinsic signals released from, for example, the injured cells. The number of these precursors is greatly increased after various types of injury and in line with the notion that these progenitors normally generate various glia and

5. IF SOME VERTEBRATE CAN REGENERATE CNS INJURIES, WHY CANNOT WE?

The fact that non-mammalian vertebrates are much more able to regenerate and restore brain function after injury naturally leads to the question, what are the differences that make them able to regenerate while mammals cannot?
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oligodendrocytes, the precursors fail to generate neurons and instead contribute to the glial scarring (Levine et al. 2001; Hampton et al. 2004). Recently, the transcription factor Olig2 was found to be a repressor of the neurogenic potential of endogenous precursors reacting to brain injury (Buffo et al. 2005). Antagonizing Olig2 function in vivo leads to the generation of immature neurons showing that it is possible to reverse the non-neurogenic signals, which opens up novel strategies in neuronal repair. Injury to the mammalian CNS often induces formation of a glial scar that can complicate and stop healing (reviewed in: Fawcett & Asher 1999; Qiu et al. 2000). The glial scar may function as a mechanical and molecular barrier to prevent regeneration. This phenomenon is much less prominent or even absent in non-mammalian vertebrates and may be one of the major contributing factors for the difference in regenerative potential between mammals and non-mammalian vertebrates.

It has been suggested that the poor capacity to add or replace neurons in the mammalian brain is caused by a resistance to integrate new cells into a mature neural network (Kempermann et al. 2004b; Rakic 2004; see above). If the non-mammalian brain, in general, is more permissive for maintenance and integration of new neurons into the circuitry, this would be a contributing factor that facilitates regeneration. Unfortunately, experimental data proving or disproving a more efficient incorporation of newborn neurons into the non-mammalian brain are currently lacking.

6. INDUCED PROLIFERATION AND NEUROGENESIS IN THE ADULT CNS

Adult brain proliferation and neurogenesis can be modulated by diverse signals. Interestingly, adult proliferation and neurogenesis recapitulate some of the molecular and cellular mechanisms used during embryonic development of the CNS (Temple 2001). Therefore, it is not surprising that many growth factors, morphogens, hormones and signalling molecules, which play a role in embryonic development, also have been shown to regulate the expansion and fate of neural progenitors in vivo in the adult mammalian brain. There are many recent excellent reviews on this topic (Panchision & McKay 2002; Alvarez-Buylla & Lim 2004; Ma et al. 2005; Vergara et al. 2005; Lledo et al. 2006) and we will therefore only summarize some of the recent key findings. Unfortunately, so far very little is known about the effect of growth factors and signalling molecules in the adult brains of non-mammalian vertebrates.

Epidermal growth factor (EGF), fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2) and transforming growth factor α (TGF-α) have been shown to have a dramatic mitogenic effect on adult neural progenitors in vivo. Subcutaneous administration or infusion of FGF2 leads to increased proliferation and recruitment of neurons to the olfactory bulb (Craig et al. 1996; Tao et al. 1996; Kuhn et al. 1997). FGF2 regulates the number of slow-proliferating progenitors in the SVZ as fgf2 knockout mice have a significantly lower amount of progenitors in the SVZ resulting in smaller olfactory bulbs due to decreased output (Zheng et al. 2004).

Infusion of EGF leads to significantly increased proliferation of subependymal progenitor cells and directs the produced cells towards a glial fate (Craig et al. 1996). FGF2 or EGF has little effect on the progenitor cells in the SGZ, which indicates a heterogeneous response of progenitor cells to growth factors (Kuhn et al. 1997). Whether this is caused by intrinsic properties of the progenitors or extrinsic differences in the niche is unclear. Interestingly, intracerebral injections of TGF-α leads to rapid proliferation in the SVZ, migration and neuronal differentiation towards the infusion site, though the lasting effects and significance of the generated cells are unclear (Fallon et al. 2000).

The ephrin/Eph family of signalling molecules seems to control cell proliferation, migration and survival of neural progenitors. Intraventricular administration of the ectodomain of either EphB2 or ephrin-B2 disrupts migration of neuroblasts and increases cell proliferation in the SVZ (Conover et al. 2000). During embryonic development, ephrin/Eph family signalling alters the cortical size and shape by regulating the survival of neural progenitors (Depaepe et al. 2005; Holmberg et al. 2005).

Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signalling inhibits neurogenesis and promotes glial differentiation. Noggin, a BMP antagonist, is produced by ependymal cells and inhibits BMP signalling in the SVZ progenitor cells and thereby promotes neuronal differentiation (Lim et al. 2000). At low concentration, BMPs promote proliferation, while at high concentration BMPs induce glial differentiation (Panchision et al. 2001). Sonic hedgehog (Shh) is required for the maintenance and proliferation of progenitor cells in the mouse SVZ and SGZ (Lai et al. 2003; Machold et al. 2003; Palma et al. 2005). Astrocyte-derived Wnt signalling may be an important regulator of adult neurogenesis. Wnt3 promotes proliferation of adult progenitors and neurogenesis in the SGZ of mice, while expression of a Wnt inhibitor decreases neurogenesis. Furthermore, over-expression of Wnt3 leads to enhanced neurogenesis (Lie et al. 2005). Taken together, it appears that BMP signalling, Shh and Wnt signalling are involved in maintaining the gliogenic versus neurogenic balance in the niche in the adult rodent brain.

Interestingly, intraventricular administration of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) induces enhanced neurogenesis, ectopic migration and long-term survival of neurons in otherwise non-neurogenic brain regions (Rasika et al. 1999; Benraiss et al. 2001; Poncea et al. 2001b). However, it is not clear whether the ectopically recruited neurons also display a correct phenotype of the surrounding area or whether they are functionally integrated. Furthermore, administration of BDNF during a limited time window increases the lifetime expectancy of neurons in the HVC of adult canaries (Alvarez-Borda et al. 2004).

Peripheral infusion of insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) leads to increased proliferation of progenitors and neurogenesis selective to the SGZ of rodents (Aberg et al. 2000). Interestingly, enhanced neurogenesis induced by exercise in rodents is mediated by brain parenchyma uptake of serum IGF-I (Anderson et al. 2002). This shows that systemic signals can modulate...
proliferation and neurogenesis in the adult brain. Long-term exposure of mice to retinoic acid leads to decreased proliferation of progenitors in both SVZ and SGZ. Furthermore, treatment with retinoic acid and the resulting diminished neurogenesis in the SGZ lead to impaired hippocampal-dependent learning (Crandall et al. 2004). However, one cannot exclude effects other than reduced neurogenesis in the SGZ of retinoic acid on the hippocampal-dependent learning paradigm. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) leads to increased proliferation of cells both in the SVZ and the SGZ (Jin et al. 2002). Interestingly, enriched environment and cognitive performance increases hippocampal expression of VEGF and neurogenesis (Cao et al. 2004). This indicates that hippocampal plasticity and neurogenesis are mediated by VEGF.

It is now clear that there is a multitude of factors in the adult brain, which can regulate the production of new cell, steer migration, control differentiation and maintenance. However, few of these factors and signalling molecules are able to recruit or induce neurogenesis in non-neurogenic areas of the mammalian brain. Only little is also known about the long-term consequences of induced neurogenesis, including long-term survival and functional integration, as well as harmful side effects.

7. ENVIRONMENTAL CUES THAT MODULATE ADULT PROLIFERATION AND NEUROGENESIS IN NON-MAMMALIAN VERTEBRATES

It is well known that the hippocampal neurogenesis in mammals is highly responsive to diverse physiological and behavioural inputs. Hippocampal neurogenesis has been altered by subjecting rodents to stress, exercise, learning, enriched environment, antidepressants and ageing (recently reviewed in: Kempermann et al. 2004a; Doetsch & Hen 2005; Emsley et al. 2005). It has been shown that hippocampal plasticity in response to behavioural or physiological input is mediated through IGF, VEGF and BDNF (see §6).

Several studies link adult neurogenesis to cyclic/seasonal behaviour and thus it is probably hormonally controlled. The most studied example of this is the extensive neurogenesis in the sexual dimorphic telencephalic nuclei in songbirds that are seasonally and hormonally regulated (Nottebohm 1980). In the brain of songbirds, seasonal changes in the size of telencephalic nuclei that control song show seasonal changes in neuron numbers. New neurons are replacing older dying ones and this phenomenon thus reflects turnover of neurons. Interestingly, the turnover is seasonally regulated. During the breeding season, there is a decrease in the turnover and an increase of survival of new neurons resulting in a net gain and increase in size (Tramontin & Brenowitz 2000). This is thought to be controlled by light-induced increase in circulating testosterone levels. The effect of testosterone on the neuronal turnover is at least partially mediated through BDNF (Rasika et al. 1999). Neurogenesis is also seasonally regulated in the hippocampus of birds. During autumn, there is a peak in proliferation but no net neurogenesis is detected, which suggests that the turnover of cells is also higher during this time of the year (Barnea & Nottebohm 1994; Healy & Krebs 1996).

Seasonal variations in temperature and photoperiod influence proliferation in lizards. In lizards, more neurons are produced during spring and summer. Long photoperiods increase mitotic activity, while short photoperiods decrease proliferation. Low temperature seems to decrease or prevent radial migration and may even hinder regeneration (Ramirez et al. 1997). Proliferation and neurogenesis in the hypothalamus of frogs show a seasonal variation that is related to breeding. There is a substantial increase in proliferation and addition of new neurosecretory neurons in the preoptic area of Rana prior to breeding in the spring and a reduction in proliferation and degeneration of neurons after breeding in autumn (Chetverukhin & Polenov 1993; Polenov & Chetverukhin 1993). Similarly, during spring, proliferation is upregulated in the chemoosensory epithelium and telencephalon in salamanders (Dawley et al. 2000).

In the weakly electric fish Apteronotus, sexual maturation is induced by the onset of the rainy season. Sexually mature Apteronotus males display a special set of transient electric discharges that is controlled by the posterior/prepacemaker nucleus (Zupanc & Maler 1993). Interestingly, sexual maturation in male Apteronotus leads to a decrease in size and number of cells in the posterior/prepacemaker nucleus. Furthermore, the decrease in the size of the posterior/prepacemaker nucleus correlates with the increase in gonadal weight in males (Zupanc & Zupanc 1992; Zupanc & Horschke 1995; Zupanc & Clint 2003). The cyclostone lamprey displays a peak of proliferation in the rhombencephalon during spring, which may be related to spawning behaviour (Vidal Pizarro et al. 2004). Changes in the adult brain proliferation pattern have been found in the sex-changing sequential hermaphrodite teleost Sparus aurata. Sparus forms mature testes at the end of the first year and start to undergo sex change at the end of the second year. A significantly higher number of mitotic cells were found in the periventricular hypothalamus of female fish (Zikopoulos et al. 2001). Interestingly, there is a link between hormone biosynthesis and glia in teleost fish. The fish brain contains extraordinarily high levels of cytochrome P450 aromatase (CYP19), the final enzyme in oestrogen biosynthesis (Caillard et al. 1978). In contrast to other studied vertebrates, teleosts have two structurally and functionally distinct aromatase proteins (Pellegrini et al. 2005). Aromatase B, the predominant form in the brain of teleosts, is found in periventricular radial glia (Forlano et al. 2001; Menuet et al. 2003, 2005) and colocalizes with the glial markers, GFAP and vimentin. However, not all radial glia express aromatase B. Aromatase B colocalizes with glial markers in periventricular radial glia in the telencephalon and diencephalon but not in the tectum (Forlano et al. 2001). Intriguingly, the location of the aromatase B-containing radial glia corresponds well with the reported proliferative/neurogenic zones in the adult teleost brain.

Taken together, this demonstrates that adult neurogenesis can be specifically modulated by systemic signals induced by diverse environmental cues such as...
light, temperature and enriched environment. Interestingly, this modulation is very region specific, indicating a sophisticated interaction between the proliferative zones, sensory input and systemic signals. Sexual hormones are potent regulators of neuronal turnover in many species of vertebrates.

8. ADULT STEM CELLS AND RADIAL GLIA

Stem cells persist throughout life in many tissues of vertebrates and are important in tissue replacement and homeostasis. Adult stem cells and more restricted neuronal and glial progenitors are dispersed throughout the vertebrate brain. Multipotent neural stem cells are found along the ventricles or subventricularly in the adult CNS of vertebrates. Cells with glial characteristics seem to function both as stem cells and progenitors in the adult brain of vertebrates (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2001; Garcia-Verdugo et al. 2002; Doetsch 2003; Goldman 2003; Götz & Barde 2005). Glia with a stellate shape seem to function as neurogenic stem cells in adult mammals, while radial glia function as adult neural stem cells in non-mammalian vertebrates (Garcia-Verdugo et al. 2002).

Radial glia and basal progenitor cells function as neurogenic progenitors during the development of brain in vertebrates (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2001; Ever & Gaiano 2005; Götz & Barde 2005). The link between embryonic radial glia and adult neuronal stem cells in mammals is not clear, but recent evidence suggests that adult neural stem cells in mammals originate from the embryonic radial glia (Götz et al. 2002; Doetsch 2003; Goldman 2003). During embryogenesis, neuroepithelial cells may turn into radial glia, and a small portion of these cells persists as stem cells in specialized niches in the adult brain (Doetsch 2003; Alvarez-Buylla & Lim 2004). Interestingly, radial glia persist in regions where constitutive adult neurogenesis is found in non-mammalian vertebrates. In birds and mammals, astrocytes are abundant and the dominant form of macroglia in the adult CNS. The abundance of free macroglia, except radial glia, in the brain parenchyma is low in fish, amphibians and reptiles (Jacobson 1991; Kalman 2002). It is well known that radial glia persist in the adult CNS of non-mammalian vertebrates (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2002; Kalman 2002; Garcia-Verdugo et al. 2002).

In mammals, radial glia disappear or become astrocytes shortly after birth, while the radial morphology is retained in the CNS of non-mammalian vertebrates. In regions where constitutive adult neurogenesis is lost during adulthood, radial glia lose their radial morphology and are transformed into astrocytes (Voigt 1989). The morphological transformation of radial glia into astrocytes also correlates with molecular changes (Hunter & Hatten 1995; Heins et al. 2002). However, not all radial glia are transformed into astrocytes. In adult mice, a few cells with a radial morphology are found in the ventral most part of the lateral ventricle, which are also positive for the glial markers, vimentin and GFAP (Sundholm-Peters et al. 2004). Recently, it was shown that ependymal cells are derived from radial glia and are post-mitotic in the adult rodent brain (Spassky et al. 2005). Therefore, it is unlikely that ependymal cells would function as neural stem cells in the adult mammalian brain as proposed earlier (Johansson et al. 1999).

In adult birds, vimentin-containing radial glia are found primarily in the neurogenic regions of the telencephalon (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1988). However, the radial glia in adult birds do not span through the full width of the telencephalic parenchyma. Radial glia are concentrated in the mitotic hot spots and they continue to divide in the brain of the adult bird (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 1990; Goldman et al. 1996). This strongly suggests that the radial glia serve as neurogenic progenitor cells in the brain of the adult bird. In reptiles, ventricularly located GFAP-positive radial glia seem to be the major, if not the only, progenitor cell type in the adult reptile telencephalon (Font et al. 2001). GFAP-positive radial glia are the predominant macroglia type in the lizard telencephalon (Font et al. 1995) in contrast to turtles, where other macroglia are also found (Pérez-Camellas et al. 1997). It is unknown whether radial glia serve as neuronal precursors in teleost fish, even though vimentin and GFAP-positive radial glia are abundant in the adult brain (Cerda et al. 1998; Kalman 2002; Zupanc & Clint 2003; Arochena et al. 2004).

The structural composition of the proliferative zones has been described in reptiles, birds and mammals (Doetsch & Scharff 2001; Garcia-Verdugo et al. 2002). In mammals, the NPC cells are found in a subventricular position (SVZ) or deep in the brain (SGZ), while in birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish the NPC are dispersed in close proximity to the ventricle. A common feature for the ventriculally located NPC in mammals (SVZ), birds and reptiles is that they extend a single cilium into the ventricle, while the surrounding differentiated ependymal cells extend several cilia (Garcia-Verdugo et al. 2002). In the adult fish and amphibian brain, the structural composition of the proliferative zones is poorly known. However, studies in fish and frogs report that proliferating cells display both ependymal (tanyocyte) and glia-like characteristics (Chetverukhin & Polenov 1993; Zupanc & Clint 2003).

The intermediate filament composition in glia may be related to their potential to generate neurons. Changes in the composition of intermediate filaments in glia are seen during development, phylogeny of vertebrates and during regeneration (Margotta & Morelli 1997; Götz et al. 2002; Pekny & Pekna 2004). In mammalian glia, there is a shift of expression of vimentin to GFAP during embryonic development. Vimentin is principally found in radial glia during the embryonic stages, while the glia in the mature brain express GFAP (Pixley & de Vellis 1984; Götz et al. 2002). Similarly, there is a sequential transition of vimentin expression towards GFAP in radial glia in the shift between embryonic and juvenile stages in reptiles and teleost fish (Yanes et al. 1990; Arochena et al. 2004). It has been shown that the lack of GFAP, but not of vimentin, promotes neuronal survival and growth of processes (Menet et al. 2000; Menet et al. 2001). It has also been demonstrated that lack of intermediate filaments promotes cellular migration and integration of CNS transplants (reviewed in Pekny & Pekna 2004). However, the presence of vimentin in the neural progenitors in birds, in contrast to GFAP in the

neural progenitors in lizards and mammals, suggests that the relationship between intermediate filament composition, phylogeny, regeneration and neurogenic potential is complex. How the differences in composition of intermediate filaments affect the differentiation, survival and integration of new cells in the adult brain is still unknown. It may well be that the presence of different intermediate filament components could be used as a means to identify diversity among radial glia and their respective potential.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Adult brain proliferation and neurogenesis is a conserved characteristic of all vertebrates. In mammals, adult neurogenesis occurs in two restricted brain regions of the lateral telencephalic ventricle and hippocampus. Similarly, non-mammalian vertebrates also display adult neurogenesis in equivalent and additional telencephalic brain areas. Although it has long been known that non-mammalian vertebrates display a considerable amount of adult neurogenesis in many brain regions, only little is known about the origin and fate of the generated cells.

A common feature of vertebrates (fish, amphibians and reptiles) that display a widespread adult neurogenesis is the substantial post-embryonic brain growth in contrast to birds and mammals. It is probable that the adult neurogenesis in fish, frogs and reptiles is related to the coordinated growth of sensory systems and corresponding sensory brain regions. Likewise, neurons are substantially added to the olfactory bulb in smell-oriented mammals such as rodents in contrast to the more visually oriented primates and songbirds, where much fewer neurons are added. This indicates that adult neurogenesis may also be related to modulation of sensory processing in mammals and birds.

Only little is known about the differences between constitutively neurogenic and non-neurogenic brain regions. However, adult neurogenesis in mammals can be modulated by injury, disease or administration of growth factors and signalling molecules indicating a previously unappreciated level of plasticity. Although limited neurogenesis can be induced ectopically in non-neurogenic areas of the brain, the modulation of neurogenesis has still principally been restricted to the constitutively neurogenic regions of the brain. Understanding how to manipulate the endogenous progenitors efficiently in order to generate diverse neuron types to the right place at the right time in the adult brain is of great importance in therapeutical approaches for brain injuries and diseases.

Neuronal turnover is another feature that has been found in the adult brain of all vertebrates. The reason why new neurons need to be replaced in the adult vertebrate brain is still unknown. The turnover of neurons in the adult brain shows surprising plasticity and is modulated by sensory input and systemic signals elicited from diverse environmental cues and behavioural responses.

Another feature of post-embryonic neurogenesis in vertebrates is the relatively low amount of produced neurons that actually survive a longer time and are functionally integrated into the neural circuitry. This mimics the process during late development when an excess of neurons is produced, while only a fraction matures and survives. How the long-term survival and functional integration into the pre-existing neural network is controlled in adult neurogenesis is still to a large extent unknown. This is also a fundamental issue in any restorative therapy. Studies of non-mammalian vertebrates, in which a considerable number of new neurons are apparently added to the circuitry of the adult brain, may facilitate the revelation of how such therapies can be achieved.

Adult proliferation and neurogenesis seem to recapitulate some of the molecular and cellular mechanisms used during embryonic development. It would therefore be beneficial to study adult neurogenesis in model organisms used in developmental biology like Xenopus and zebrafish vertebrates that also display abundant adult neurogenesis and a great capacity to repair brain injuries.
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